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Abstract

This paper addresses the dynamics of mental states in relation to the dynamics of the interaction with the external world. It
contributes a formalised temporal-interactivist approach to these dynamics based on temporal traces for semantics and on a
temporal trace language as an expressive means to formulate dynamic properties. The approach provides a foundation for the
dynamic and interactivist perspective on cognitive phenomena.
   2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction relation between the (mental) state of a system (or
agent) and its past and future in the interaction with

In recent literature in the area of cognitive science its environment:
and the philosophy of the mind, cognitive func-
tioning is studied from a dynamic and interactivist ‘‘ When interaction is completed, the system will
perspective (Bickhard, 1993, 2000; Clark, 1997, end in some one of its internal states—some of its
1999; Kelso, 1995; Port & Van Gelder, 1995; Clapin, possible final states. ( . . . ) The final state that the
Staines, & Slezak, 2000; Christensen & Hooker, system ends up in, then, serves to implicitly
2000). For example, Bickhard (1993) emphasises the categorise together that class of environments

that would yield that final state if interacted with.
( . . . ) The overall system, with its possible final
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the context of a goal-directed system constitute of organisms and systems to which they are
representation–emergent representation.’’ attributed. Contents, then, are viewed as ways of

specifying these inner states; wide contents, then,
This suggests that mental states need to be are specifications in terms of, or under the

grounded in interaction histories on the one hand, constraints of, factors and conditions external to
and have to be related to future interactions on the the subject, both physical and social, both current
other hand. No formalisation is proposed in the and historical. ( . . . ) These properties are intrin-
recent literature on the interactivist perspective on sic, but their specifications or representations are
cognition such as Bickhard (1993, 2000) and Christ- extrinsic and relational, involving relationships to
ensen and Hooker (2000). In literature such as Port other things and properties in the world. It may
and Van Gelder (1995) on the dynamical systems well be that the availability of such extrinsic
approach, modelling techniques based on algebraic representations are essential to the utility of these
and difference or differential equations between properties in the formulation of scientific laws
continuous numerical variables are commonly used. and explanations. ( . . . ) . . . in attributing to

Some of the questions addressed in this paper are persons beliefs with wide content, we use proposi-
the following. tions, or content sentences, to represent them, and

these propositions (often) involve relations to
• What exactly is an interaction history? things outside the persons. When we say that
• How does this precisely relate to a mental state? Jones believes that water is wet, we are using the
• What about future traces, if they also depend on content sentence ‘Water is wet’ to specify this

the environment’s dynamics? belief, and the appropriateness of this sentence as
• How do future traces relate to mental states? a specification of the belief depends on Jones’
• How does the notion of functional role of a relationship, past and present, to her environ-

mental state relate to an interactivist perspective ment. ( . . . ) The approach we have just sketched
of a mental state? has much to recommend itself over the other two.

It locates beliefs and other intentional states
To answer these questions, the temporal aspect of the squarely within the subjects; they are internal
dynamics of mental states and the interaction with states of the persons holding them, not something
the environment are studied. In this paper formalisa- that somehow extrudes from them. This is a more
tion of the dynamics and interaction is proposed on elegant metaphysical picture than its alternatives.
the basis of formally definedtraces and an expres- What is ‘wide’ about these states is their spe-
sive temporal trace language. The temporal trace cifications or descriptions, not the states them-
language is used to formulatedynamic properties of selves.’’ ( Kim, 1996, pp. 200–202).
these traces. The interaction with the environment
can be either an ongoing process or a terminating The paper is organised as follows. First, as a basis,
process. The approach covers both cases. in Section 2 states and state properties are intro-

The approach follows the view of Kim (1996) that duced. Next, Section 3 defines the notion of (tempo-
the specification of a dynamic property of traces can ral) trace and introduces the temporal trace language
be seen as atemporal representation or temporal TTL with which dynamic properties can be ex-
relational specification of the internal state property. pressed. In Section 4 internal states and internal state
Kim views this as a way to account for a broad or properties are formally related to sets of interaction
wide content of mental properties: traces to obtain their representational content or

semantics. Section 5 addresses how sets of traces can
‘‘ The third possibility is to consider beliefs to be be characterised by dynamic properties expressed in
wholly internal to the subjects who have them but the temporal trace language. Criteria are identified
consider their contents as giving relational spe- and formalised that express when a dynamic property
cifications of the beliefs. On this view, beliefs may specification defines a class of interaction traces that
be neural states or other types of physical states can be related to a specific internal state property.
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Such a dynamic property specification can be viewed are considered state descriptions. State properties are
as a temporal relational specification of the internal described by ontologies that define the concepts
state property; see the quotation above from Kim used.
(1996), pp. 200–202.

Section 6 addresses relational specifications of 2 .1. Ontologies and state properties
internal states, whereas Section 7 addresses external
attribution of mental states. In Section 8 the issues To define states and state properties, the following
are illustrated for the case of trust dynamics. Section different types of ontologies are used:
9 discusses the notion of a temporal-interactivist
explanation. Section 10 shows that the temporal trace • IntOnt(A): to expressinternal properties of agent
language is powerful enough to formalise modelling A
techniques often used within the dynamical systems • InOnt(A): to express properties of theinput of
approach, i.e. difference and differential equations. agent A
Section 11 positions the contribution of this paper • OutOnt(A): to express properties of theoutput of
with respect to other literature. The practical ap- the agent, and
plicability of the work is discussed, as well as the • ExtOnt(A): to express properties of theexternal
supporting software environment that has been de- world (for A).
veloped.

For example, the properties ‘the agent A has pain’,
‘the agent’s body temperature is 37.58C’, may

2 . States and state properties belong to IntOnt(A), whereas ‘the environmental
temperature is 78C’, may belong toExtOnt(A). The

To describe dynamics, the notion of state is agent input ontologyInOnt(A) defines properties for
important. Dynamics will be described in the next perception, the agent output ontologyOutOnt(A)
section as evolution of states over time. The notion properties that indicate initiations of actions of A
of state as used here is characterised on the basis ofwithin the external world. The combination of
an ontology defining a set of physical and/or mental InOnt(A) and OutOnt(A) is the agent interaction
(state) properties (following, among others, Kim, ontology, defined byInteractionOnt(A)5InOnt(A)<
1998) that do or do not hold at a certain point in OutOnt(A). The overall ontology for A is assumed
time. These properties are often called state prop- to be the union of all ontologies mentioned above:
erties to distinguish them from dynamic properties
that relate different states over time. A specific state OvOnt(A)5 InOnt(A)< IntOnt(A)<OutOnt(A)
is characterised by dividing the set of state properties <ExtOnt(A).
into those that hold, and those that do not hold, in the
state. Examples of state properties are ‘the agent isAs yet no distinction between physical and mental
hungry’, ‘the agent has pain’, ‘the agent’s body internal state properties is made; the formal frame-
temperature is 37.58C’, or ‘the environmental tem- work introduced in subsequent sections does not
perature is 78C’. Real value assignments to variables assume such a distinction. If no confusion is ex-
are also considered as possible state property de-pected about the agent to which ontologies refer, the
scriptions. For example, in a dynamical system reference to A is sometimes left out.
approach based on variablesx , x , x , x , that are To formalise state property descriptions, on-1 2 3 4

related by differential equations over time, value tologies are specified in a (many-sorted) first order
assignments such as logical format: an ontology is specified as a finite set

of sorts, constants within these sorts, and relationsx ←0.061 and functions over these sorts (sometimes also called
x ←1.842 a signature). The example properties mentioned
x ←3.363 above then can be defined by nullary predicates (or
x ←20.274 proposition symbols) such ashungry, or pain, or by
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using n-ary predicates (with n$1) like time. Some examples of dynamic properties of a
has temperature(body, 37.5), or has value (x , certain agent are described below.1] ]
0.06), or has temperature(environment, 7). A simple example is the following dynamic

]
For a given ontologyOnt, the propositional lan- property specification for belief creation based on

guage signature consisting of allstate ground atoms observation:
based onOnt is denoted byAt(Ont). The state
properties based on a certain ontologyOnt are Observational belief creation
formalised by the propositions that can be made ‘at any point in timet1 if the agent observes att1
(using conjunction, negation, disjunction, implica- that it is raining, then there exists a point in timet2
tion) from the ground atoms and constitute the set after t1 such that att2 the agent believes that it is
SPROP(Ont). raining’.

The persistence of a beliefb over time can be
specified by the dynamic property:2 .2. Different types of states

Belief persistence(a) A state for ontology Ont is an assignment of
‘at any points in timet1 and t2 after t1, if thetruth-valueshtrue, falsej to the set of ground atoms

agent believesb at t1, then the agent will believebAt(Ont). The set of all possible states for ontology
at t2’.Ont is denoted bySTATES(Ont). In particular,

An example of another type is trust monotonicity;STATES(OvOnt) denotes the set of all possible
this dynamic property specification about the dy-overall states. For the agentSTATES(IntOnt) is the
namics of trust over time involves the comparison ofset of all of its possibleinternal states. Moreover,
two histories:STATES(InteractionOnt) denotes the set of all

interaction states.
Trust monotonicity(b) The standard satisfaction relation* between
‘for any two possible histories, the better thestates and state properties is used:S*p means that

agent’s experiences with public transportation, theproperty p holds in stateS. For a property p
higher the agent’s trust in public transportation’.expressed inOnt, the set of states overOnt in which

These examples were kept simple; they are justp holds (i.e. the S with S*p) is denoted by
meant as illustrations. No attempt was made to makeSTATES(Ont, p).
them as realistic as possible. To express such dy-(c) For a stateS over ontologyOnt with sub-
namic properties, and other, more sophisticated ones,ontology Ont9, a restriction ofS to Ont9 can be
the temporal trace language TTL is introduced.made, denoted bySuOnt9; this restriction is the

member ofSTATES(Ont9) defined bySuOnt9(a)5
3 .1. Time frame and traceS(a) if a[At(Ont9). For example, ifS is an overall

state, i.e. a member ofSTATES(OvOnt), then the
First, in Section 3.1 the notion of trace is definedrestriction ofS to the internal atoms,SuIntOnt is an

more explicitly. Next, in Section 3.2 the language tointernal state, i.e. a member ofSTATES(IntOnt).
express dynamic properties is discussed.The restriction operator serves as a form of projec-

(a) A fixed time frame T is assumed which istion of a combined state onto one of its parts.
linearly ordered. Depending on the application, it
may be dense (e.g. the real numbers), or discrete (e.g.
the set of integers or natural numbers or a finite

3 . Expressing dynamic properties initial segment of the natural numbers), or any other
form, as long as it has a linear ordering.

To describe the internal and external dynamics of (b) A trace g over an ontologyOnt and time
the agent, explicit reference is made to time. Dy- frame T is a time-indexed sequence of states
namic properties can be formulated that relate a state
at one point in time to a state at another point in g (t[T)t
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in STATES(Ont), i.e. a mapping to time inInterval and information based onOnt is a
mapping

g: T → STATES(Ont).
Ont

g : Interval → STATES(Ont),IntervalThe set of all traces over ontologyOnt is denoted by
TRACES(Ont), i.e. defined by:

TTRACES(Ont)5STATES(Ont) .
Ont

g (t)5g(t)uOnt if t[ Interval.Interval(c) A temporal domain description W is a given
InteractionOntset of traces over the overall ontology, i.e. For example, theinteraction trace g#t

denotes the restriction ofg to the past up tot and toW#TRACES(OvOnt).
interaction states.

This set represents all possible developments over
time (respecting the world’s laws) of the part of the 3 .2. Temporal trace language
world considered in the application domain.

Different traces with respect to an agent A, can To express dynamic properties in a precise manner
refer to different experiments with A involving a language is used in which explicit references can
different worlds, or different events generated in the be made to time points and traces.
world. For human beings one can think of a set of Comparable to the approach in situation calculus,
experiments in cognitive science, in which different the sorted predicate logic temporal trace language
experiments are not assumed to influence the be- TTL is built on atoms referring to, for example,
haviour of the agent. For software agents, it is traces, time and state properties. For example, ‘in the
possible to even erase the complete history (completeoutput state of A in traceg at time t property p
reset) and then activate the agent in a new world holds’ is formalised by
setting.

state(g, t, output(A))*p.(d) Given a traceg over the overallontology
OvOnt, the input state of an agent A at time pointt,

Here * is a predicate symbol in the language,i.e. g uInOnt(A), is also denoted byt
usually used in infix notation, which is comparable

state(g, t, input(A)). to the Holds-predicate in situation calculus. Dynamic
properties are expressed by temporal statements builtAnalogously,
using the usual logical connectives and quantification

state(g, t, output(A)) (for example, over traces, time and state properties).
For example the following dynamic properties aredenotes theoutput state of the agent at time pointt,
expressed:and

state(g, t, internal(A)) Observational belief creation
‘in any trace, if at any point in timet1 the agent Athe internal state. The overall state of a system

observes that it is raining, then there exists a point in(agent and environment) at a certain moment, is
time t2 after t1 such that att2 in the trace the agentdenoted bystate(g, t). Again, if no confusion is
A believes that it is raining’.expected about the particular agent, the reference to

In formalised form:A can be left out.
(e) To focus on different aspects of the agent and ;g[W ;t1

time, traces can berestricted to specificontologies [state(g, t1, input(A))*observation result(itsraining)
]and time intervals. The ontology parameter indicates ⇒ 't2$t1 state(g, t2, internal(A))*belief(itsraining)]

which parts of the agent or world are considered. For
example, when this parameter isInOnt, then only Belief persistence
input information is present in the restriction. The ‘in any trace, for any points in timet1 andt2 after
time interval parameter specifies the part of the time t1, if the agent A has the beliefb at t1 in the trace,

Ontframe of interest. Therestriction g of a traceg then agent A has the beliefb at t2 in this trace’.Interval
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In formalised form: 4 . Internal states and interaction dynamics

;g[W ;t1, t2 As put forward in the Introduction, according to
[state(g, t1, internal)*b & t1# t2 the interactivist view, a possible internal state ‘‘ . . .

⇒ state(g, t2, internal)*b] serves to implicitly categorise together that class of
environments that would yield that final state if

Trust monotonicity
interacted with’’ (Bickhard, 1993). Using our frame-

‘for any two tracesg1 and g2, if at each time
work introduced in Sections 2 and 3 theset of

point t the agent A’s experience with public trans-
interaction histories over ontologyOnt (e.g.Interac-

portation in g2 at t is at least as good as A’s
tionOnt, InOnt, or OutOnt) leading to internal

experience with public transportation ing1 at t, then
propertyp, is defined as follows:

in traceg2 at each point in timet, A’s trust is at least
as high as A’s trust att in traceg1’.

PTRACES(Ont, p) is the set of all traces over
In formalised form:

Ont up to some time pointt, that are the restriction
of an overall trace in which at timet internal state;g1, g2[W
propertyp holds (Fig. 1).[;t [state(g1, t, input(A))*has value(experience, v1) &

]
state(g2, t, input(A))*has value(experience, v2)

] This is formally defined by:⇒ v1#v2]
⇒ PTRACES(Ont, p)5
;t [state(g1, t, internal(A))*has value(trust, w1) & Ont] hg u t[T, g[W, state(g, t, internal)*pj#tstate(g2, t, internal(A))*has value(trust, w2)

]
Besides, the way in which internal properties them-⇒ w1#w2]]
selves lead to particular possible types of future

The set TFOR(Ont) is the set of all temporal interactions is also crucial for their meaning (Bick-
statements or temporal formulations that only make hard, 1993). Therefore, for an internal state property
use of ontologyOnt. We allow additional language p, and an ontologyOnt, the set ofall interaction
elements as abbreviations of statements of the tem- futures over Ont allowed byp is defined as follows:
poral trace language. Apast statement for g and t is FTRACES(Ont, p) is the set of all traces over
a temporal statementc(g, t) such that each time Ont starting at some time pointt, that are the
variable different fromt is restricted to the time restriction of an overall trace in which at timet
interval before t. In other words, for every time internal state propertyp holds.
quantifier for a variables a restriction of the form This is formally defined by:
s#t, or s,t is required within the statement. The set

FTRACES(Ont, p)5of past statements over ontologyOnt with respect to
Onthg u t[T, g[W, state(g, t, internal)*pjtime point t is denoted byPFOR(Ont, t). Note that $t

for any past statementc(g, t) the following holds:
Based on these formal definitions, therepresenta-if two tracesg1, g2 are equal up to time pointt,
tional content of an internal state property p withthen:
respect to the interaction is defined as the pair of sets

c(g1, t) holds if and only ifc(g2, t) holds.
kPTRACES(InteractionOnt, p),
FTRACES(InteractionOnt, p)lFormally:

The concepts introduced are illustrated by an exam-; g1, g1[W [g1 5g2 ⇒ [c(g1, t)⇔c(g2, t)]]#t #t
ple of the internal state propertys. This property is

Similarly, FFOR(Ont, t) denotes the set of future assumed to have relationships to the input state
statements over ontologyOnt with respect to time property injury (by a stinging wasp). Aninjury
point t: every time quantifier for a variables is causes increased sensitivity, denoted by the internal
restricted bys$t or s.t. state propertys (condition 1), and it is the only
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Fig. 1. Sets of past interaction tracesPTRACES(Ont, p) and future interaction tracesFTRACES(Ont, p) for p1 and p2.

possible cause (condition 2). The set of world traces state propertymove. The property s causes the
W for this example reflects this in the sense that for actionmove depending on whether or not an
any trace, always afterinjury occurs at the input, the environment object of the type that caused the injury
internal state propertys will occur further on in the (a wasp) stays close or returns (condition 1). It is
trace (condition 1). Moreover, ifs occurs in a trace, assumed that these outputs are only generated if the
then earlier in the traceinjury occurred at the input internal state propertys holds (condition 2). The set
(condition 2). An example of an interaction history of world tracesW reflects this in the sense that
on theinput of the agent leading tos, i.e. an element always after a time point wheres occurs in the
of PTRACES(InOnt, s), is the following (partially internal state, if later on at the inputwasp present

]
depicted) interaction trace: occurs, i.e. the wasp is still there or returned, then

this is followed by move at the output later on in the
t0. injury: false; trace (within a certain response timed, which for
t1. injury: false; simplicity will be left out). In other words, all wasps
t2. injury: true; encountered in future will trigger an avoidance

reaction. An example of a (partially depicted) inter-
In this trace injury takes place at time pointt2.

action future allowed bys, i.e. an element of
Another trace is: FTRACES(InteractionOnt, s), is as follows:
t0. injury: false;

t3. wasp present: false;t1. injury: true; ]
t4. wasp present: true;t2. injury: false; ]
t5. move: true;t3. injury: false;

t4. injury: false; Here att4 a wasp occurs; this is followed by a move
action att5. Another trace is:Here injury takes place att1. Note that in such a

trace a delay may occur between the occurrence of t5. wasp present: false;
]the sensory input and the occurrence of the internal t6. wasp present: false;
]state propertys. The amount of delay$0 taken into t7. wasp present: false;
]account is easily expressible in TTL by using the real

numbers as time frame. In this trace no wasp occurs, and no move action is
For the future perspective, the internal state prop- performed.

erty s is assumed to have relationships to the output Consider a time pointt and an overall traceg
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which future interaction part with respect tot is an and future interaction traces. A natural question is
element of the set of future interaction traces whether such sets of past interaction traces and
FTRACES(InteractionOnt, s) of s. In relation to future interaction traces can be characterised by
the set of future interaction traces, the following dynamic properties, and if so, by which ones. Using
question may arise: Is it always true thatstate(g, t, the temporal trace language introduced in Section 3,
internal)*s? it is shown how such sets of traces can be character-

The answer to this question is: ‘not necessarily’. If ised by dynamic properties expressed as temporal
InteractionOntthe future interaction partg of an overall statements over traces, in two different ways. First,$t

trace g is in FTRACES(InteractionOnt, s), then in Section 5.1 an example is discussed. Next, in
this does not mean thatstate(g, t, internal)*s. It Section 5.2 the notion of temporal relational spe-
only requires that an overall traced exists such that cification of an internal state property is defined to

characterise the sets of past and future interaction
InteractionOnt InteractionOnt

g 5d traces of this internal state property. In Section 5.3 a$ t $t

generalisation is made in the sense that no internal
and

state property is the point of departure, but a
state(d, t, internal)*s. dynamic property. The notion of trace relational

specification for such a dynamic property is defined
InteractionOnt InteractionOntFurthermore,g 5d does not$ t $t as a more general way to characterise sets of past

IntOnt IntOntmean thatg 5d . Also, it might be that and future interaction traces.$t $t
InteractionOnt InteractionOnt

g ±d . Therefore, it is possible In Section 6 the implications of the general notion,t ,t

that in g in the internal state nos occurs at timet, for the case that an internal state property exists are
whereas ind it does. So it is possible that after timet discussed. In Section 7 the case of external attribu-
in g no wasp ever gets close to the agent and stillg’s tion of mental properties on the basis of observed
interaction part fromt onwards is an element of the behaviour is addressed (without assuming an internal
set of future interaction traces. Concluding, traces state property).
like g and time pointst exist such that at timet the
internal propertys does not hold int, but whose 5 .1. Dynamic properties for the example
interaction behaviour fromt onwards is indistin-
guishable from interaction behaviour in traces for In the example, under a zero delay assumption, the
which internal states does hold at timet. set of past interaction tracesPTRACES(InOnt, s)

This discussion can be viewed as an illustration of for internal state propertys is characterised by the
the claim by Clark (1997, 1999): ‘‘putting brain, following (rather simple) dynamic property:
body and world together again’’. It is essential to A past interaction trace up to time pointt is in the
consider overall traces in which the mental states, the set of past interaction traces for internal state proper-
world states, and the interactions between the two ty s
are covered. Without having an overall trace as a if and only if
basis, it is quite possible to isolate one of these it is the restriction of an overall trace in which
aspects (for example, the interaction), and loose the there is some time point t1 earlier than t at which
connection to the other aspects (for example, the injury occurs at the input.
mental states). Expressed formally:

InteractionOnt
g [PTRACES(InOnt, s) ⇔ c (g, t)#t P

5 . Dynamic properties characterising past and
where c (g, t)[PFOR(InOnt, t) is the past dy-Pfuture interaction traces
namic property

Until now the interaction histories and futures 't1# t state(g, t1, input(A))*injury
have been defined semantically, by set-theoretic
means in the form of sets of past interaction traces The dynamic propertyc (g, t) can be considered asP
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specifying how the internal state propertys relates to if and only if
external events distant in time and/or space. This is it is the restriction of an overall trace in whichfor
a way to account for broad or wide (representational) every time point t1 later than t, if at t1 a wasp
content of mental state properties: by atemporal occurs, then at some point in time t2 after t1 the
relational specification for the past of the internal agent moves.
state propertys (Kim, 1996, pp. 200–202; see also Expressed formally:
the quotation in the Introduction; Fig. 2).

InteractionOntIf a fixed delay d is taken into account, the g$t
existential quantifier inc (g, t) has to be instantiatedP

[FTRACES(InteractionOnt, s)⇔c (g, t)Fby t2d. In that case the following holds:

InteractionOnt
g [PTRACES(InOnt, s) ⇔ c (g, t2d) where the future dynamic propertyc (g, t)[#t P F

FFOR(InteractionOnt, t) is:
where c (g, t2d)[PFOR(InOnt, t) is the pastP

dynamic property
;t1 t[state(g, t1, input)*wasp present ⇒

]
't2$ t1 state(g, t2, output)*move]state(g, t2 d, input(A))*injury

If a delay with some randomness between0 andd is The dynamic propertyc (g, t) can be considered asFassumed, thenc (g, t) has to be defined asP a temporal relational specification for the future of
the internal state propertys (Kim, 1996, pp. 200–'d9(0# d9# d) state(g, t2d9, input(A))*injury
202).

to guarantee the implication⇒ . However, the other Also here zero or a fixed delay is assumed. Notice
implication then does not hold. that due to the conditional inc (g, t), if traces occurF

For the future direction, the set of future inter- where never the condition onwasp present comes
]

action traces FTRACES(InteractionOnt, s) for to hold, then the implication is trivially true. This
internal state propertys can be characterised as shows that it is not always possible on the basis of
follows: one trace to conclude by the implication⇐ that there

A future interaction trace from time pointt is in has beens. See also the discussion on how this
the set of future interaction traces for internal state relates to the view of Clark (1997, 1999) at the end
propertys of Section 4.

Fig. 2. Temporal relationships between internal states and interactions in past and future.
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InteractionOnt5 .2. Temporal relational specifications g [FTRACES(InteractionOnt, p) ⇔$t

c (g, t)FAs a promising perspective for the discussion on
broad or wide mental content of internal state

The example illustrates that temporal relationalproperties, Kim (1996, pp. 200–202) puts forward
specifications of an internal state property (in thethe suggestion to consider wide content as a form of
sense of the past and future traces sets), depends onrelational specification of an internal state property.
the assumption (1) that there is a fixed delay, and (2)The manner in which the example was analysed in
that an internal state property exists for the consid-Section 5.1 indeed follows this suggestion in a
ered notion (s). For a deterministic mathematicaltemporal sense. In accordance with interactivism, no
modelling approach, assumption (1) is customaryreference to an independent external world is made,
(although not quite desirable), but if it can bebut only to interaction with such an external world;
weakened, this would be preferable. Assumption (2)conform (Bickhard, 1993). This leads to a definition
is innocent in the study of internal state propertiesof wide content or representational content in the
and their content. However, if the attribution ofform of temporal relational specifications of an
mental properties based on observed behaviour isinternal state property as follows.
addressed, then assumption (2) would be artificial.

Below, in Section 5.3 it is shown how these
Definition. (Temporal relational specification) A

assumptions can be avoided by involving a slightly
temporal relational specification of internal state

more complex type of characterisation, based on
propertyp is a pair of dynamic properties

mutual comparison of traces. By quantification over
possible traces, this more sophisticated approach alsokc (g, t), c (g, t)lP F
gives more direct ‘if and only if’ correspondences
than is possible in the case of one trace.with

c (g, t)[PFOR(InteractionOnt, t)P 5 .3. Trace relational specifications

a past dynamic property and
Avoiding the assumptions discussed above, the

c (g, t)[FFOR(InteractionOnt, t) following notions of relational specification areF

introduced. Notice that, compared to a temporal
a future dynamic property, such that the following relational specification, instead of an internal state
hold: propertyp that is to hold at a certain time point, the

(i) A past interaction trace up to time pointt is in more general condition that a dynamic propertyw(g,
the set of past interaction traces for internal state t) holds is taken.
property p if and only if it is the restriction of an
overall traceg for which c (g, t) holds.P Definition. (Trace relational specification) Let

Formally: for all overall tracesg and time pointst c (g, t)[PFOR(InteractionOnt, t) be a past dy-Pit holds: namic property and c (g, t)[F

InteractionOnt FFOR(InteractionOnt, t) a future dynamic propertyg [PTRACES(InteractionOnt, p) ⇔#t over the interaction ontology. Moreover, letOnt be a
c (g, t)P given ontology (e.g. the internal ontology), andw(g,

t)[TFOR(Ont) a temporal statement overOnt.
(ii) A future interaction trace from time pointt is (a) The future dynamic propertyc (g, t) is aF

in the set of future interaction traces for internal state sufficient future trace relational specification for
property p if and only if it is the restriction of an w(g, t) if and only if the following holds for all
overall traceg for which c (g, t) holds. tracesg and time pointst:F

Formally: for all overall tracesg and time pointst if for any tracex that coincides withg in its past
it holds: up to t, there is a time pointt1 after t such that the
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dynamic propertyc (x, t1) holds, then a time point they are instantiated to special cases: internal stateF

t2 before t exists such that propertyw(g, t2) holds. properties, and externally attributed mental prop-
Formally: erties. Note that requiring all four conditions may be

a quite strong demand. In many cases the sufficient
;g[W ;t

past trace relational specification and necessary
[;x[W [g 5x ⇒ 't1$ t c (x, t1)]#t #t F future trace relational specification conditions will
⇒ 't2# t w(g, t2)] already serve the purposes. They already define the

path from the past via the present time pointt to theThe future dynamic propertyc (g, t) is a necessaryF future. However, the other two relational specifica-future relational specification for w(g, t) if and only
tions may play a role if a form of closure assumptionif the following holds for all tracesg and time points
is made, namely that theonly way of obtaining thet:
future behaviour is the specified way.if the propertyw(g, t) holds, then for any tracex

that coincides withg in its past up tot, there is a
time point t1 after t such that the dynamic property

6 . Relational specifications of internal statesc (x, t1) holds.P

Formally:
In this section the notions introduced in Section

;g[W ;t
5.3 are applied to a specific choice for the ontology

[w(g, t) ⇒ ;x[W [g 5x ⇒ 't1$ t c (x, t1)]]#t #t F Ont and the dynamic propertyw(g, t)[TFOR(Ont).
The ontology IntOnt is chosen forOnt, and the(b) The past dynamic propertyc (g, t) is aP
statementstate(g, t, internal)*p for some internalsufficient past trace relational specification for w(g,
state propertyp is chosen forw(g, t). This leads tot) if and only if the following holds for all tracesg
the following definitions. Let c (g, t)[and time pointst: P

PFOR(InteractionOnt, t) be a past dynamic proper-if for any tracex that coincides withg in its future
ty andc (g, t)[FFOR(InteractionOnt, t) a futurestarting att, there is a time pointt1 beforet such that F

dynamic property over the interaction ontology.the dynamic propertyc (x, t1) holds, then a timeP

point t2 after t exists such that propertyw(g, t2)
Definition. The internal state propertyp has anholds.
external trace relational specification or temporalFormally:
representation or interaction grounding given by the

;g[W ;t two dynamic propertiesc (g, t) andc (g, t) if theP F[;x[W [g 5x ⇒ 't1# t c (x, t1)]$t $t P following conditions are fulfilled:
⇒ 't2$ t w(g, t2)] Sufficient future trace relational specification:

The past dynamic propertyc (g, t) is a necessaryP ;g[W ;t [;x[W[g 5x ⇒ 't1$t c (x, t1)]⇒#t #t Fpast trace relational specification for w(g, t) if and
't2#t state(g, t2, internal)*p]only if the following holds for all tracesg and time

points t:
Necessary future trace relational specification:

if the propertyw(g, t) holds, then for any tracex
that coincides withg in its future starting att, there ;g[W ;t [state(g, t, internal)*p ⇒
is a time point t1 before t such that the dynamic

;x[W [g 5x ⇒ 't1$ t c (x, t1)]]#t #t Fpropertyc (x, t1) holds.P

Formally: Sufficient past trace relational specification:
;g[W ;t

; g[W ;t[;x[W[g 5x ⇒ 't1#t c (x, t1)]⇒$t $t P[w(g, t) ⇒ ;x[W[g 5x ⇒ 't1# t c (x, t1)]]$t $t P
't2$t state(g, t2, internal)*p]

To explain these rather abstract notions of rela-
tional specification, in the following two subsections Necessary past trace relational specification:
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pain’s typical causes and typical effects. More;g[W ;t[state(g, t, internal)*p ⇒
generally, we can explain the idea of a second-

;x[W[g 5x ⇒ 't1# t c (x, t1)]]$t $t P order property in the following way. Let B be a
set of properties; these are our first-order (or

The dynamic propertiesc (g, t) and c (g, t) areP F ‘base’) properties. ( . . . ) We then have this:
considered as an explicit definition of therepresenta- F is a second-order property over set B of base
tional content of the internal state propertyp in (or first-order) properties iff F is the property of
terms of past and future interactions. having some property P in B such that D(P)

where D specifies a condition on members of B.
In an instantiated form (i.e. with particular in- Second-order properties therefore are second-

stances ofc (g, t) and c (g, t) substituted), theP F order in that they are generated by quantification-
conditions above obtain temporal statements (dy- existential quantification in the present case-over
namic conditions) that guarantee that everything the base properties. We may call the base prop-
functions well: proper functioning axioms for the erties satisfying condition D the realizers of
internal state propertyp. This is a generalisation of second-order property F.’’
the notion of functional role specification of an
internal state property (Kim, 1996). This can be This means that if we denote (the conjunction of)
illustrated for the wasp example; the instances for the the four conditions expressed above byD(p), then
two (past and future) dynamic properties are given in within the temporal trace language'pD(p) is the
Section 4. A more extensive example is addressed in formalisation of the second order property pointed
Section 8: the internal state property trust in relation out informally or semi-formally by Kim. In this form
to a history of experiences. the conditions state that a physical realisation of the

The internal state propertyp in the conditions mental property exists, satisfying the functional role
above can also be taken not as a specific property,attributed to the mental property. The conditions
but left unspecified. Then it functions as a variable serve as a specification of this functional role, in a
that can be existentially quantified to express that an generalised form.
instantiation exists such that the conditions hold. As
a special case, in this existentially quantified form
the conditions can express the functional role of a 7 . External attribution of a mental property
mental property as asecond order property over
physical properties (Kim, 1998, pp. 19–20): The notion of trace relational specification offers a

possibility to define when some mental state property
can be attributed externally (on the basis of external-‘‘ Functionalism takes mental properties and kinds
ly observable behaviour only), without making anyas functional properties, properties specified in
commitment to actual internal states of the agent.terms of their roles as causal intermediaries
The idea is to choose the ontologyInteractionOntbetween sensory inputs and behavioural outputs,
for Ont, and the past dynamic propertyc (g, t)[and the physicalist form of functionalism takes P

PFOR(InteractionOnt) for w(g, t). On the basis ofphysical properties as the only potential occup-
this choice it can be verified immediately that theants, or ‘realizers’, of these causal roles. To use a
sufficiency and necessity conditions for past inter-stock example, for an organism to be in pain is
action are trivially fulfilled. What remain are thefor it to be in some internal state that is typically
future interaction conditions. This obtains the follow-caused by tissue damage, and that typically
ing definition;causes groans, winces, and other characteristic

Let c (g, t)[FFOR(InteractionOnt, t) be apain behaviour. In this sense being in pain is said F

future dynamic property over the interaction ontolo-to be a second-order property: for a system x to
gy. A past dynamic property c (g, t)[have this property is for x to have some first order P

PFOR(InteractionOnt) is called ahistorical tempo-property P that satisfies a certain condition D,
ral representation or past interaction grounding forwhere in the present case D specifies that P has
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an attributed mental property withfuture interaction has three possible states (distrust, indifferent, trust).
grounding c (g, t) if and only if the following To keep complexity limited, only the current ex-F

conditions are fulfilled: perience and the experiences two steps back in
Sufficiency condition: history are taken into account to determine a trust

state at time pointt, according to Table 1.
;g[W ;t Future behaviour concerns whether or not to buy
[;x[W [g 5x ⇒ 't1$ t c (x, t1)]#t #t F special fruit offers from this person. The following

⇒ 't2# t c (g, t2)] past dynamic properties serve aspast temporalP

relational specification of the different trust states:
Necessity condition:

(1) trust state trust.
A past temporal relational specification of the trust;g[W ;t [c (g, t)P

state trust is the past dynamic propertyc (g, t)[1⇒ ;x[W[g 5x ⇒ 't1$ t c (x, t1)]]#t #t F
PFOR(InOnt, t) defined by

This definition can be illustrated for the wasp
state(g, t, input)*pos exp ∧example (assuming no internal state property fors). ]
state(g, t2 1, input)*pos exp

]

8 . Example models of trust dynamics (2) trust state indifferent.
A past temporal relational specification of the trust

In this section discrete and continuous models for stateindifferent is the past dynamic propertyc (g,2

trust dynamics depending on experiences are ad- t)[PFOR(InOnt, t) defined by
dressed. Trust is a non-trivial mental state property

[state(g, t, input)*neg exp ∧in the sense that it is related to a whole history of ]
state(g, t2 1, input)*pos exp ∧experiences, and not to only the most recent ex- ]
state(g, t2 2, input)*pos exp]perience; it is a kind of cumulative mental state ]∨property.
[state(g, t, input)*pos exp ∧

]
state(g, t2 1, input)*neg exp]8 .1. Discrete trust dynamics ]

(3) trust state distrust.
To illustrate the temporal-interactivist approach A past temporal relational specification of the trust

for a less simple example, a model for trust dy- state distrust is the past dynamic propertyc (g,3
namics (i.e. trust states in relation to histories of t)[PFOR(InOnt, t) defined by
positive or negative experiences) is addressed,

state(g, t, input)*neg exp ∧adopted from Jonker and Treur (1999). In this model ]
trust (e.g. in somebody selling special fruit offers) [state(g, t2 1, input)*neg exp ∨

]
state(g, t2 2, input)*neg exp]

]
Table 1

The following future dynamic properties serve asExample: discrete model of trust dynamics
future temporal relational specification of the differ-

Experience histories Trust ent trust states:
t22 t21 t t (4) trust state trust.

A future temporal relational specification of the1 1 1 Trust
1 1 2 Indifferent trust state trust is the future dynamic propertyc (g,4
1 2 1 Indifferent t)[FFOR(InteractionOnt, t) defined by
1 2 2 Distrust
2 1 1 Trust [state(g, t, input)*offer
2 1 2 Distrust ⇒ state(g, t1 1, output)*accept]
2 2 1 Indifferent
2 2 2 Distrust (5) trust state indifferent.
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A future temporal relational specification of the
trust stateindifferent is the future dynamic property
c (g, t)[FFOR(InteractionOnt, t) defined by5

[state(g, t, input)*offer
⇒ state(g, t1 1, output)*accept]

(6) trust state distrust.
A future temporal relational specification of the Fig. 3. Trust based on continuous experiences without decay.

trust statedistrust is the future dynamic property
c (g, t)[FFOR(InteractionOnt, t) defined by6 value tv (t) at a certain point in timet.0 and theg

interaction history can be modelled as the integral[state(g, t, input)*offer
over time until t of the experience valueev (t), i.e.g⇒ state(g, t1 1, output)*reject]

t

Note that the (immediate) future temporal relation-
tv (t)5E ev (u) du/ tg gal specifications for trust and indifference are in-

0distinguishable. The distinction can only be made
taking longer time periods into account. where for a traceg the functionstv, ev are defined

by:
8 .2. Continuous trust dynamics

tv (t)5 v iff state(g, t, internal)*g

has value(trust, v)This example focuses on an analysis of the mental ]
state property trust over continuous time. It is

ev (t)5w iff state(g, t, input)*assumed that trust in the weather forecast depends on g

one’s experiences based on continuously monitoring has value(experience, w)
]the actual weather and comparing the observed

weather with the predicted weather. For some of the Another way of modelling the same is by the
patterns of behaviour, decisions may depend on your differential equation
trust in the weather forecast. In particular, the

dtv (t) /dt5 [ev (t)2 tv (t)] / tdecision to take an umbrella depends not only on the g g g

weather forecast, but also on your trust in the
In a semantic manner, for a trust statew, the set ofweather forecast. For example, when the weather
past interaction traces can be defined byforecast is not bad, but your trust is low, you still

take an umbrella with you. PTRACES(InteractionOnt, trust(w))5
tIt is assumed that for each point in time your

InteractionOntexperience with the weather forecast is a modelled hg ut[T, g[W, E ev (u) du5wj#t g
by value (real number) between21 (negative ex-

0
perience) and 1 (positive experience). The accumula-

Another way of putting it is by the followingtion of experiences in trust may be described by
characterisation:averaging the accumulation of the shaded area of the

InteractionOntgraph of experiences values over time, shown in Fig. g [PTRACES(InteractionOnt, trust(w)) ⇔#t
3. So, trust gives a kind of average of the ex- t

periences over time. E ev (u) du5wgBased on this graph, for our example, trust is
0taken to be the real number indicating the shaded

area divided by the length of the time interval, where The example shows that for continuous time models
the parts below the time axis count as negative. characterisations show up that are formulated in
Within an overall trace the relation between trust terms of integrals or differential equations. This
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provides an interesting connection of the temporal- The following characterisation follows for this case:
interactivist perspective to the dynamical systems

InteractionOnt
g [PTRACES(InteractionOnt, trust(w)) ⇔theory as advocated, for example, in Kelso (1995) #t

tand Port and Van Gelder (1995). This connection
au atwill be addressed in more depth in Section 10. E ev (u) e du.a/(e 21)5wg

In the above example, it may seem not realistic 0

that experiences very far back in time count the same
It is also possible to express this set in a syntacticalas recent experiences. In the accumulation of trust,
manner in TTL. This requires that integral or dif-experiences further back in time will often count less
ferential equations are expressible in TTL, whichthan more recent experiences, based on a kind of
will be addressed in Section 10.inflation rate, or increasing memory vagueness.

Therefore a more realistic model may be obtained if
for the agent it is assumed that the graph of

9 . Explanation from a temporal-interactivistexperience values against time is modified as shown
perspectivebelow to fit it between two curves that are closer to

zero further back in time. Trust then is the accumula-
In the trust example of Section 8.2, let us assumetion of the areas in the graph below, where the parts

that the behaviour of an agent is as follows:below the time axis count negative.
The limiting curves can be based, for example, on

at • If the weather forecast predicts fairly bad oran exponential functione with a.0 a real number
seriously bad weather, you always take yourrelated to the strength of the decay. Then the graph

at umbrella with youin Fig. 4 depicts the resulting functionev (t) e .g • If the weather forecast does not predict extremelyUnder these assumptions the relation between trust
nice weather, and your trust in the weatherand experiences can be modelled by the integral
forecast is less than 0.2, then you take your

t umbrella with you.
au atE ev (u) e du.a/(e 21)g

If the agent behaviour is observed, and it turns out0

that the agent takes an umbrella with her while the
at current weather forecast is not bad. How can thiswhere the factora/(e 21) is a normalisation factor

behaviour be explained? A first step in an explana-to normalise trust in the interval [21, 1].
tion is straightforward:Equivalently, trust can be described by the follow-

ing differential equation:
‘The agent took an umbrella with her, because

at at she does not trust the weather forecast’.dtv (t) /dt5 [ev (t)2 tv (t)].a e /(e 2 1)g g g

This explanation is not different from an explanation
from a functionalist perspective: trust has a (direct)
functional role in taking umbrellas (Kim, 1996). But
an iterated explanation will also ask: Why does the
agent not trust the weather forecast? An explanation
from a temporal-interactivist perspective will be:

‘The agent does not trust the weather forecast
because in her history she had a series of bad
experiences that has accumulated in low trust’.

Fig. 4. Trust based on continuous experiences with decay. This explanation does not fit well in the functionalist
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perspective, as direct causes given for the current core of their decision model for the dynamics of the
trust state will involve a more refined previous trust preferenceP for an action is based on the differential
state, and so on. Such a process assumes a large equation
number of refined trust states with trust dynamics

dP(t) /dt5 2 sP(t)1 cV(t)described by discrete steps between these refined
trust states, whereas in the temporal-interactivist where s and c are constants andV is a given
approach a continuous temporal relationship can be evaluation function. One straightforward option is to
used instead, and the trust states can be restricted touse a discrete time frame and model a discretised
a modest number of them. version of this differential equation along the lines

discussed above. However, it is also possible to use
the dense time frame of the real numbers, and to

1 0. Dynamical systems approach express the differential equation directly. To this end,
the following relation is introduced, expressing that

In Section 8, in some of the examples continuous x5dy/dt:
relationships over time were encountered. These

is diff of(g, x, y):
] ]relationships were modelled semantically by dif-
;t,w ;´.0 'd.0 ;t9,v,v9ferential equations, usually assumed to belong to the
0 , dist(t9,t) , d & state(g, t, internal)*has value(x, w)dynamical systems approach (DST), put forward, ]

& state(g, t, internal)*has value(y, v)e.g. in Port and Van Gelder (1995). The question ]
& state(g, t9, internal)*has value(y, v9)may arise whether or not such modelling techniques ]
⇒ dist((v92v) /(t92t),w),´can be expressed in the temporal trace language

TTL. In this section it is shown how modelling
where dist(u,v) is defined as the absolute value of

techniques used in the dynamical systems approach,
the difference, i.e.u2v if this is $0, and v2u

such as difference and differential equations, can be
otherwise. Using this, the differential equation can be

represented in the temporal trace language. First the
expressed by:

discrete case is considered. An example of an
application is the study of the use of logistic and is diff of(g, 2 s P1 c V, P)

] ]
other difference equations to model growth (and in

The tracesg for which this statement is true are (orparticular growth spurts) of various cognitive phe-
include) solutions for the differential equation. Ap-nomena, e.g. the growth of a child’s lexicon between
plied to the continuous trust dynamics addressed in10 and 17 months (van Geert, 1991, 1995). The
Section 5, this can be expressed similarly bylogistic difference equation used is:
is diff of(g, (experience2 trust) / t, trust)

] ]L(n1 1)5 L(n)(11 r2 rL(n) /K)
Models consisting of combinations of difference or

Herer is the growth rate andK the carrying capacity. differential equations can be expressed in a similar
This equation can be expressed in our temporal tracemanner. This shows how modelling techniques often
language on the basis of a discrete time frame (e.g. used in the dynamical systems theory can be ex-
the natural numbers) in a straightforward manner: pressed in the temporal trace language TTL. In

particular it shows that the relational specifications of;g[W ;t
trust states encountered in Section 8.2 can be ex-state(g, t, internal)*has value(L, v)⇒

] pressed in TTL.state(g, t11, internal)*has value(L, v (11r2rv /K))
]

The tracesg satisfying the above dynamic property
are the solutions of the difference equation. Another 1 1. Discussion
illustration is the dynamical model for decision-
making presented in Busemeyer and Townsend In the discussion on representational content of
(1993) and Townsend and Busemeyer (1995). The mental states, often the argument is made that for
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most mental properties no satisfactory way can be one point in time, and states at other points in time.
found to relate them to the (physical) world state, In addition, analysis techniques and tools, such as
and hence symbolic or logical means are of no use to verification and model checking have progressed to a
describe cognitive phenomena (the symbol ground- more mature status in recent years; e.g. Carnegie-
ing problem). Alternatives put forward (Clapin et al., Mellon’s SMV, Cadence-SMV, and AT&T’s SPIN
2000) include the dynamical systems approach, and (Clarke, Grumberg, & Peled, 2000; Manna & Pnueli,
the interactionist perspective (Port & van Gelder, 1995; Stirling, 2001).
1995; Bickhard, 1993, 2000; Christensen & Hooker, The approach presented here contributes on the
2000). In line with these, in this paper the dynamic one hand a solid foundation for perspectives on
and interactivist perspective is adopted. dynamics and interaction as occurring in recent

It is shown how, if an interactivist perspective is literature. On the other hand, the use of the temporal
taken, logical means in the form of temporal lan- trace language TTL has a number of practical
guages and semantics can successfully be used to advantages as well. In the first place, it offers a
describe the dynamics of mental states and prop- well-defined language to formulate relevant dynamic
erties, in relation to the dynamics of the interaction relations in practical domains, with standard first
with the external world. Using this temporal ap- order logic semantics. It has a high expressive
proach, mental states and properties get their seman- power. For example, the possibility of explicit
tics in a formal manner in the temporal traces reference totime points and time durations enables
describing past and future interaction with the exter- modelling of the dynamics of continuous real-time
nal world, in accordance with what is proposed phenomena, such as sensory and neural activity
informally by, e.g. Bickhard (1993, 2000), Christ- patterns in relation to mental properties (Port & van
ensen and Hooker (2000) and Clark (1997). In Gelder, 1995). Also difference and differential equa-
relation to the view on wide content of mental state tions can be expressed. These features go beyond the
properties as relational specifications, as put forward expressive power available in standard linear or
in Kim (1996, pp. 200–202), our approach gives a branching time temporal logics.
more detailed and formalised account—from a tem- The approach discussed above follows the stan-
poral and trace perspective—of these relational dard view on calculus (based on epsilon-delta defini-
specifications. tions). Recently, in Gamboa (2000) and Gamboa and

The major difference with the work as mentioned Kaufmann (2001), an alternative approach, following
is that in our approach a more detailed perspective the non-standard view (based on infinitesimals) has
and a formalisation is proposed. This throws new been presented for the integration of calculus within
light on the sometimes assumed symbolic versus a logical (and theorem proving) framework. It may
dynamics controversy. It shows how symbolic means be the case, as claimed by some researchers, that for
can be used to describe dynamics as well; dynamics computational purposes the non-standard view has
as a variety of phenomena entails no commitment to advantages. This will be an issue for further research.
either dynamical systems theory (DST) or symbolic Furthermore, the possibility to quantify over traces
methods as means to describe it. in TTL allows for specification ofmore complex

Within the adopted agent-oriented modelling ap- adaptive behaviours. As within most temporal logics,
proach, recently developed formal conceptual model- reactiveness and pro-activeness properties are
ling techniques and compositional verification and specified. In addition, in our language also properties
model checking techniques can be incorporated. expressing different types of adaptive behaviour can
Examples of such modelling techniques are process be expressed. For example a property such as
algebra; dynamic and temporal logic; event, situation ‘exercise improves skill’, which is a relative property
and fluent calculus (Barringer, Fisher, Gabbay, in the sense that it involves the comparison of two
Owens, & Reynolds, 1996; Eck et al., 2001; Fisher alternatives for the history. Another property of this
& Wooldridge, 1997; Reiter, 2001). These modelling type is trust monotony: ‘the better the experiences
techniques allow high-level expression of temporal with something or someone, the higher the trust’.
relations, i.e. relations between a state of a process at This type of relative property can be expressed in our
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language, whereas in standard forms of temporal about the control of reasoning (Treur, 2002), and
logic different alternative histories cannot be com- defeasible reasoning processes from a temporal
pared. Similarly, the kind of relative or comparative perspective (Engelfriet & Treur, 1995, 1998; En-
properties put forward in Jackson and Pettit (1990), gelfriet, Marek, Treur, & Truszczinski, 2001) (see
such as ‘the more south on the northern hemisphere, also Meyer and Treur, 2001). This work fully
the higher the trees’, as properties lacking an expla- concentrates on the internal interaction and dynamics
nation in terms of a cause and its effects, can be of mental states during a (defeasible) reasoning
expressed since our language allows comparison of process; interaction with the external world is not
different traces and different (local) restrictions addressed. Further work in this area will address the
within traces. dynamics of practical reasoning processes based on

This possibility to define restrictions tolocal assumptions, involving focussing of the reasoning on
languages for parts of a system or the world is also certain hypotheses that are assumed, predicting ob-
an important feature. For example, the distinction servable facts, interacting with the world to perform
between internal, external and input and output the observations, and evaluating the assumed focus
languages is crucial, and is supported by the lan- hypotheses.
guage TTL, which also entails the possibility to
quantify over system parts; this allows for spe-
cification of system modification over time. This
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